
Let Dynabook do it for you.

Manually imaging, configuring and customizing a fleet of new 
laptops is slow and tedious process costing organizations 
time and money. With Dynabook’s Configuration Services your 
customers can eliminate this step and focus on productivity.

With unrivaled attention to detail, our technical professionals 
will tailor a customized solution and assemble everything your 
customer needs right at the factory.

More than three decades  
of business innovation

Dynabook is the world’s laptop pioneer, 
with an unrivaled track record of helping 
businesses succeed with leading-edge 
mobile solutions.

Dynabook controls the  
entire process

For unmatched quality and reliability, our 
Tecra® and Portégé® PCs are designed, 
engineered and manufactured at 
Dynabook facilities. The same goes for 
our image development services. 

All image development  
performed locally

Based in the U.S., Dynabook engineers 
can be reached for feedback or 
consultation in your time zone—for 
convenient collaboration and faster 
turnaround time.

Why Dynabook? 

Dynabook Configuration Services
Save Time. Save Money. Increase Productivity.

Dynabook Configuration Services are 
available for all our business-class 
Tecra® and Portégé® laptops.
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Dynabook Configuration Services

Imaging and Autopilot Services
Dynabook can build laptops with your customer’s image. We can also provide customers with an 
Autopilot CSV file so they can quickly enroll devices for Autopilot deployment.

Our factory-level imaging services make it easy for your customers to start using new computing 
assets right out of the box – saving time, money and improving overall efficiency.

BIOS Configuration
Dynabook can customize BIOS settings to maximize your customer’s specific hardware and 
software configuration.

Asset Tagging
Dynabook can help your customers reduce loss or theft of assets and improve the ability to track 
their laptops from the moment the computer leaves our facility. With physical and/or electronic asset 
tags, customers can quickly and accurately import asset information into their internal IT management 
systems.

Custom Boot Logo
Customize a laptop by adding your customer’s logo to the boot screen and subtly add another 
deterrent against theft. 
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